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TENDENCIES REGARDING THE INTERNAL AND
EXTERNAL GOVERNMENTAL PUBLIC DEBT IN
ROMANIA
ANA-PETRINA PĂUN, PETRE BREZEANU 
ABSTRACT: Starting from the certitude that the resources are limited, the state in its
desire to assure a minimum life standard for its citizens, to create jobs, to invest in
infrastructure and in other purposes effectuates expenses which exceed the revenues, which in
term determines the budget deficit. Financing the budget deficit involves calling for the
resources of the internal and external financial markets, thus creating the internal and external
public debt. The modality in which the state manages the public debt has represented and
continues to represent a subject of actuality and the discussions regarding the level of budget
deficit, the degree of indebtedness and its implications in the social wealth are permanently
addressed. In this paper it is presented the evolution of the internal and external governmental
public debt indicator between 2000 and 2014 and also its predictions between 2015-2020. The
indicators’ evolution is highlighted with diagrams which are processed with the help of the
EViews software, and for realizing the forecasts, a mono-variable will be used, specific to
economic systems of the type SISO (Single Input – Single Output), more precisely an
autoregressive seasonal model integrating moving average ARMA. The parameters’ values are
estimated with the help of least squares method. The input variable is the period of time (20002014), and the output variable is the indicator for internal governmental public debt and for
external governmental public debt. In the wake of proceeded analyses we can conclude the fact
that the indicator of internal and external governmental public debt had an ascending trend
between 2000-2014, and for 2015-2020 it is also forecast an ascendant evolution.

KEY WORDS: internal governmental public debt, external governmental public debt,
budget deficit.
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Starting from the certitude that resources are limited, and needs are unlimited
one can observe the arrival to a resource deficit. Financing the deficit involves a call
for resources from external and internal financial markets, moment in which the
internal public debt and also the external public debt are created.
Văcărel I. and collaborators (2007) consider that “the internal public debt
represents the totality of state obligations, proceeded from loans contracted directly or
guaranteed by the state, from physical or juridical persons, in lei or foreign currency,
from the internal market, including the amounts received temporary from the State
Treasury resources”. Moșteanu T. and collaborators (2008) considers that “external
public debt is generated by the totality of obligations assumed directly or indirectly by
the state to foreign governments, international financial institutions, physical and nonresident juridical persons”.
In the following we will present the evolution of external and internal
governmental public debt indicators between 2000-2014 with diagrams which are
processed with the help of EViews software and also its previsions for the period of
2015-2020.
1. TENDENCIES REGARDING THE INTERNAL GOVERNMENTAL PUBLIC
DEBT IN ROMANIA
In Figure 1 it is represented the evolution in time of the absolute size of the
internal governmental public debt (IGPD). As we can see it has an ascending trend.
Simoultaneously one can easily see the fact that the greatest increase of the internal
governmental public debt level that has been registered between 2006-2010, the period
which corresponds with the pre-aderation of Romania to the E.U., post-aderation to the
E.U. and lastly with the world financial crisis, all three consuming financial resources.

Source: Author processing based on data provided by MFP – The structure of public debt
2000-2014
Figure 1. The evolution in time of absolute size of the internal governmental public
debt (DPGI)
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The model with the help of which we will determine the forecasts for internal
governmental public debt, is a model type ARMA. In figure 2 it is presented the
variation in time of the real internal governmental public debt, in tandem with the
variation in time of the ARMA model, pointing out the residual value.

Source: Author processing
Figure 2. The variation in time of the real serie DPGI (red), in tandem with the estimated
variation in time of ARMA model (green), making evident the residual value (blue)

One can note the fact that the realised estimation of the public debt evolution
coincides, in a very big procentage, with the real evolution of it and that the small
oscillations registrated by the real evolution of public debt fit in the accepted error of
evolution estimation.
In the next chart, we can see in the second column the estimated values of the
ARMA model’s parameters. Also, the quality of the estimated values of ARMA
model’s coefficients (the value R-squared has a very close value to 1), as well as for
the applicated test values, it is a very good one.
In figure 3 the evolution in time of the predicted values for the DPGI indicator
it is represented after the vertical line (black). As it can be seen this has an ascending
evolution for the period submited to forecast. The predicted values are represented in
chart 1.
Based on the predicted forecasts it can be noticed the fact that the internal
governmental public debt has an ascending trend arriving at the level of year 2020 to
237,5 billion lei.
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Chart 1. The estimated values of the ARMA model parameters for the internal
governmental public debt

Source: Author processing

Source: Author processing
Figure 3. The evolution in time of the predicted values for the serie DPGI (blue), making
evident the reliance interval (red)
Chart 2. The predicted values of internal governmental public debt
Years
Val. predict. for
DPGI [mil.lei]

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

165.518,7

179.919,3

194.323,3

208.729,6

223.137,2

237.545,7

Source: Author processing
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The evolution in time of the absolute size of external governmental public debt
(DPGE) is represented in figure 4. As it can be seen this has a nonlinear evolution,
with an evident growth year after year, starting from 2007.
The model with the help of which we will determine the indicator forecasts, is
an ARMA type model. In figure 5 presents the estimated variation in time of ARMA
model, highlighting the residual value.

Source: Author’s processing based on the data provided by PFM – The public debt structure
2000-2014
Figure 4. The evolution in time of the absolute size of external governmental public debt

Source: Authors processing
Figure 5. The variation in time of the real serie DPGE (red), in tandem, with the estimated
variation in time of ARMA model (green), making evident the residual (blue)
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In chart 3, one can observe in the second column the estimated values of the
ARMA type model’s parameters. Also, the quality of estimated values of the ARMA
model’s coefficients (the value R-squared has a very close value to 1), as well as the
applicated test’s values is a very positive one.
In Figure 6, the evolution in time of the predicted values for the indicator
external governmental public debt it is represented after the vertical line (black). As it
can be seen, this has an ascending evolution for the entire forecast periode. The
predicted values are represented in chart 4.
Chart 3. The estimated values of the ARMA model’s parameters for the external
governmental public debt

Source: Authors processing

Source: Author’s processing
Figure 6. The evolution in time of the predicted values for the DPGE size (blue),
emphasizing the reliance interval (red)
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Chart 4. The predicted values of the external governmental public debt
Year
Val. predict. for
DPGE [mil. lei]

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

111.766,4

118.948,0

126.149,2

133.365,0

140.591,7

147.826,8

Source: Authors processing

Based on the predicted forecasts it can be observed the fact that the external
governmental public debt will reach in 2020 a level of 147,8 billion lei.
3. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the facts presented previosly we can conclude that in the analysed
period 2000-2014 the internal governmental public debt had an ascending evolution,
respectively from 7,4 billion lei at the level of the year 2000 to 111,6 billion lei, the
level of the year 2014. Also one can easily observe the fact that the biggest growth of
the level of internal governmental public debt has been registered between 2006-2010,
a period corresponding with the pre-aderation of Romania to E.U., post-aderation to
the E.U. and not the least with the world financial crisis, all three of them being
financial resources consumers.
Utilising the mono-variable model specific to SISO type (Single Input – Single
Output) economic systems, more precisely the seasonal autoregressive model
integrated moving average ARMA, for the period 2015-2020 there have been forecasts
for the internal governmental public debt. Based on the estimated previsions it can be
observed that the internal governmental public debt has an ascending tendency
arriving at the level of the year 2020 of 237,3 billion lei.
Regarding the external governmental public debt, between 2000-2014, it had a
non-linear evolution, with an ascending trend starting from 2007. In 2014 the external
governmental public debt had reached the level of 122,2 billion lei.
Using the autoregressive seasonal model with integrated ARMA moving
average, for the period 2015-2020 forecasts have also been made for the external
governmental public debt. Based on the effectuated forecasts it can be oserved that the
external governmental public debt has an ascending tendency arriving in the year of
2020 to 147,8 billion lei.
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